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AT PROFILE ORTHODONTICS WE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN 
AT THE FOREFRONT OF WORLD’S BEST PRACTICE 
AND EMBRACING NEW TECHNOLOGY WHEN WE 
CAN SEE A VALUABLE BENEFIT FOR OUR PATIENTS.

In keeping with this philosophy we are proud to have been  
the first practice in WA and one of the first practices Australia wide  

to offer Suresmile technology to our patients.

Simply put – this advanced technology uses sophisticated  
3D scanning, state of the art digital modelling and high tech 

robotics to provide a powerful diagnostic and precision treatment 
tool. When this precise information is combined with our specialist 

orthodontist’s knowledge and experience it is possible in many 
cases to reduce the treatment time.



BENEFITS

Studies show that the first thing a person notices about you is your smile. A beautiful smile 
can help improve self-esteem and confidence with the comfort that comes from knowing 
you don’t have to hide your smile.

We work with you to achieve wonderful results that will benefit you for life.

Healthy teeth and gums and a great smile aren’t the only benefits of Profile Orthodontics

SureSmile treatment. Other benefits include:

• Improved facial aesthetics, jaw function and tooth stability

• Improved function of your bite, helping prevent long-term damage to your teeth and jaw

• Reduced risk of TMJ (temporomandibular joint) disorders

• Properly positioned smile line, where the lower edge of the upper teeth and lower lip meet

We are all aware of the long term benefits of specialised orthodontic treatment for certain 
patients and we are also very aware of addressing the needs of our patients during treatment.

Profile Orthodontics SureSmile treatment will generally result in fewer practice visits and less 
time in braces 

Step one: Advanced Imaging Technology

Profile Orthodontics SureSmile creates a 3-D  
computer model of your teeth and bite using the 
handheld Trios Scanner. The scan procedure is the 
beginning of your SureSmile treatment.

Step two: Prescriptive Planning

With the 3-D model, your orthodontist can now see 
your teeth from any angle and how they fit together. 
Profile Orthodontics Suresmile Treatment Planning 
software provides virtual simulation tools that allow 
your orthodontist to determine the final position of 
your teeth and the optimal plan for your unique 
treatment needs.

Step three: Robotic Accuracy

Once your treatment plan is determined, Profile 
Orthodontics SureSmile directs a robot to bend a shape 
memory alloy archwire according to your orthodontist’s 
prescription. This wire is designed to deliver gentle 
forces needed to move your teeth consistently and 
directly to their desired finishing position.

PROFILE ORTHODONTICS - SURESMILE TREATMENT

YOU’VE PROBABLY HEARD FROM FRIENDS OR FAMILY  
THAT WEARING BRACES IS A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT,  

TAKING MORE THAN 18 - 24 MONTHS ON AVERAGE.

GETTING BRACES ISN’T WHAT IT USED TO BE.  
YOU’LL GET OUTSTANDING RESULTS, GENERALLY IN LESS TIME  
WITH PROFILE ORTHODONTICS AND SURESMILE TECHNOLOGY.



FAQs

Is my orthodontist in control of my treatment?

Absolutely. In fact, Profile Orthodontics SureSmile technology provides your orthodontist 
greater control over your treatment than traditional braces.

What is special about Profile Orthodontics SureSmile archwires?

A SureSmile archwire is customized for your unique treatment plan by applying high 
temperatures and robotic precision to a wire made from shape memory alloy. Once the 
SureSmile “smart” wire is inserted into your brackets, the shape memory alloy is activated 
by your body heat and “remembers” its design to move your teeth according to the 
treatment plan embedded in the bends of the wire. The material characteristics of shape 
memory alloy deliver gentle, constant forces as they move your teeth to their target 
positions.

Is there a risk of damaging my teeth because they are moving faster?

SureSmile wires do not move teeth any faster than the same wires used in conventional 
orthodontics. Your overall treatment time is shorter because Profile Orthodontics SureSmile 
moves your teeth more directly to their target positions.

AFTER YOUR SURESMILE

WIRE IS INSERTED, YOU’LL

BE ON YOUR WAY TO

A BEAUTIFUL, HEALTHY

SMILE SOONER THAN YOU

THOUGHT POSSIBLE.
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